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1 Introduction  
On Thursday 27 February 2020 a public hearing was convened by Elton Consulting (on behalf of The Hills Shire 

Council) to seek comment from the community about a planning proposal to reclassify 15Z Nelson Road, Box Hill 

(the Box Hill Nelson Community Centre) from ‘Community’ to ‘Operational’ land. The hearing was: 

» Conducted in accordance with relevant requirements of the Local Government Act 1993, the Environmental 

Planning and Assessment Act 1979 and the Gateway Determination.   

» Held at the Rouse Hill Community Centre. 

» Chaired by Brendan Blakeley (Director, Elton Consulting) and reported by Sophie Drysdale (Consultant, Elton 

Consulting).  

» Commenced at 7.30pm and concluded at 9.00pm when the participants indicated that all who wish to 

present had done so. 

» Attended by 26 community members with 10 of those present electing to speak. 

» Subsequent to the public exhibition of the planning proposal (10/2019/PLP) from 29 October 2019 – 13 

December 2019.  

 

 

Notice of the public hearing was provided via: 

» Written correspondence to submission authors, regular hirers and nearby landowners on 28 January 2020. 

» Advertisements in the: 

− The Hills Shire Times and Rouse Hill Times on 29 January 2020. 

− Box Hill and the Gables Facebook groups.  
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2 What we heard 
This independent report prepared for The Hills Shire Council summarises key points raised during the hearing. It 

is not the Chair’s role to make recommendations or a decision about the proposal. It is anticipated this report will 

be made public and will be one of a number of inputs to guide Council’s decision making on whether to reclassify 

the land. 

2.1 Chair’s Summary  

Community feedback was consistent on the following points: 

» The Box Hill and Nelson Community Centre has been the focus of community life within the area for a long 

time.  

» There is an immense amount of history and community connection to this facility. It was born out of the 

generosity of many individuals who contributed to its creation.  

» There is a need for that contribution and connection to be recognised.  

» The facility has evolved with the community and serves the needs of the existing community well. 

» It is a unique facility and as a hall it enables a range of functions that other centres don’t allow. It has a 

generous amount of land around it, is family focused, allows for diverse uses and retains a rural character.  

» It is recognised that as the Box Hill and Nelson area grows, the facility as it presently stands may not be 

adequate for changing community needs. 

» Some people who spoke noted that they would prefer the centre to stay where it is, but if it is to change, 

that firm written commitments around the nature of a new replacement centre would need to be provided 

and that the new facility would need to be: 

− Centrally located; 

− In a reserve setting;  

− Multipurpose; and 

− Allow for a large open hall not just small meeting rooms. 

» If a new facility is to be built, the community wants to be consulted around the design, function and purpose 

so that it is suitable for current and future needs of the community.  

» The centre should be named the Box Hill and Nelson Community Centre and somewhere within the facility 

the contribution of Mr Skarratt needs to recognised.  

» If the existing centre is to be reclassified and sold, the proceeds from that sale would need to be placed in a 

dedicated reserve fund to be used for the creation of a new facility within the Box Hill and Nelson area.   

» Should the present facility be closed, community organisations and small community focused businesses 

operating out of the hall will be impacted.  

» If a new facility is to be built, the preference is that the existing hall stays in place until a new facility is 

operating. If that is not possible, there needs to be provision for temporary facilities that will enable a range 

of community activities to continue within the Box Hill and Nelson area. 
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2.2 Key points of individual presentations  

During the public hearing, ten community members shared their feedback. Individual feedback is summarised 

below.  

Nerida – Box Hill and Nelson Progress Association noted the following points: 

» The importance of the rich history of the Box Hill and Nelson Community Centre.  

» The efforts of the local community in establishing the community centre need to be acknowledged and taken 

into account in the planning process.  

» Any new development should not swallow up the achievements and hard work of the Association.  

» The hall and the work of those that have, and continue to contribute to this community, remind us of the 

tenacity of the Australian nation. 

» The Association is reluctantly in support of moving the community centre to another site, but only if a 

number of conditions are established and committed to in writing. These commitments include: 

− The current hall is not closed until a new community facility is available or a temporary community 

facility is provided in the same locality.  

− The Progress Association has the same ongoing rights and access to the centre as they currently 

do.  

− The Progress Association has input into the design so that it meets the needs of the community 

and embodies a rural type of character. 

− The new centre should pay tribute to the Progress Association and to Anthony Skarratt. The land 

on which any new centre is placed should be called the Anthony Skarratt Reserve and the hall itself 

be called the Box Hill and Nelson Community Centre.  

» The Association would like clear information of where the funds raised through the sale of the site will go. 

They need a guarantee that the funds will go to a new and better centre in the local area before the sale is 

finalised.  

» People are concerned that a new facility for the Box Hill and Nelson area does not figure in any Council plans 

or the contributions plan.  

» The community centre that replaces it should be welcoming and for members of the Nelson community as 

well as Box Hill. The two areas should be recognised equally.   

» Requested confirmation about whether the alternative site is already owned by Council. 

» The planning proposal will reduce community land by one acre. If the parkland reserve is being reduced to 

provide a site for a new hall, there should be an extra one acre of land acquired by Council.  

» Noted her disappointment that high rise development was allowed to be put in around the community 

centre. 

Stephanie – Principal and Studio owner of Vibe 2 Dance noted the following points: 

» Her business provides healthy and creative activity for local people and is tied to a very specific geographic 

area and therefore cannot be taken elsewhere. 

» The new or an interim facility needs to be provided within the area before the hall is demolished or else she 

will lose her business. She is unable to pay the franchise fee if she cannot run her classes.  

» Having created this uncertainty, Council needs to be clear around timeframes for any closure as her 

customers need information and reassurance about continuance of classes and potential relocation.  
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Rachael – Committee Member of Australian Rodent Fanciers Society of NSW noted the following 

points: 

» As a user of the hall, the Society did not receive notification of the public hearing.  

» The current hall is a safe and family friendly place. 

» It is hard to find a functional facility open to animals and the Society is concerned a new or alternative 

facility would not cater to their needs. The Society has unique needs that are well matched to this facility 

and they would be sad to see it go.  

» It is also unique in that it is an open hall, when most new facilities are a collection of small rooms. It also has 

ready access to a generous outdoor reserve and it is easy to get cars close to the hall. 

Ralph – Past President of the Box Hill and Nelson Progress Association and a former Trustee of the 

Box Hill and Nelson Community Centre noted the following points: 

» Would like Mr Skarratt and his generous donation to be acknowledged and commemorated within the centre.  

» Would also like recognition of the history of the land to include reference to Lord Nelson and William Bligh 

who once owned the land the hall is located on.  

» The current hall is used for line dancing, community cards and as a child care centre, creating a safe and 

community centered environment that cannot be lost. 

» The proposed new site is at the centre of the valley and floods readily. Drainage will need to be a key 

consideration if a new hall is to be located in the future Council Reserve.   

Ben – Current Treasurer of the Box Hill and Nelson Progress Association noted the following points: 

» This is a unique facility and is home to a strong sense of community. The interests of the community should 

be at the forefront of any decision Councillors make.  

» This decision shouldn’t just be about money. 

» It is important to keep the hall where it is as it is part of the history of the area. 

Vicki – Current President of the Box Hill and Nelson Progress Association noted the following points: 

» The hall should stay where it is unless there is an exact swap and commitments to replace it, “like for like or 

better” within the local area. Commitments are to be given in writing and be honoured.  

» There is mistrust that goes back quite some time due to feelings that promises from Council have not been 

delivered upon.  

» The name of Anthony Skarratt should be recognised somewhere in any new centre.  

» The facility is important for the future of Box Hill and Nelson.  

» Would like more information about where the new facility would be located and the community needs to be 

involved in choosing a new location. 

Jilly – Historian of the Box Hill and Nelson Progress Association noted the following points: 

» The effort and resilience of the community members who have worked hard to keep the building operational 

should be recognised.  

» There is a mistrust of Council and developers within the local community. 

» Would like the Council to keep the community at the forefront, considering what is best for the community 

and their lifestyle.  

» The facility, if it is to be moved, should be replaced, like for like or better. It should be a place for 

communities to be cohesive and a place to meet to support one another.  

» The alternative location that has been identified floods, so the hall needs to be flood proof. 

Alf noted the following points: 
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» Would like commitments in writing from the Council before the hall is closed down. There must also be a 

place for the community to meet in the interim or a new building put up before the current hall is closed.  

Mary – a member of the Box Hill and Nelson Progress Association noted:  

» There is mistrust of Council and the developer, with concern that Council are only focused on the financial 

value.  

» The hall should be built by Council and a new or interim hall provided before the existing one is demolished 

to ensure that the community is not left without a gathering place. 

Councillor Dr Peter Gangemi noted the following points: 

» The interests of the community are important and feedback will be taken into account. 

» Considering the future of Box Hill and the projected growth, there will be a need for a new facility. The plus 

side of a move is that there would be a newer and potentially larger facility to cater for the existing and 

incoming population. 

» Council has been trying to get community facilities into the Contributions Plan. This has been ruled out by 

IPART which has been pushing back to bring down the cost of the plan.  

» Given it is unlikely a replacement hall will be put into the Contributions Plan, the only way it would be funded 

is if Council funded it from the bottom line.  

» There needs to be six conditions of any relocation. They are:  

1. If the land is changed and sold, the money should go into a reserve fund with the fund only to be used 

for the building of a new hall. 

2. Any new facilities would have to be of a monetary value greater than that of the sale price of the land.  

3. The hall should be named the Box Hill and Nelson Community Centre and the reserve named after 

Anthony Skarratt. 

4. With input of the Progress Association, the history of the hall should be documented and incorporated 

within the new centre. 

5. The Progress Association to have free use of the hall just as they do now. 

6. Alternative facilities need to be located so that existing users can be accommodated in the meantime.   
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